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Abstract

expecting this local minimum to represent the global minimum [3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Recent approaches focus on
directly estimating the correct model parameters in a discriminative manner, such as [11, 13, 14, 15].
Problem Statement. When fitting an AAM to an image,
an initial estimate of the model parameters is iteratively refined to determine the minimum of the error function. This
should preferably be the global minimum, which should
correspond to the best image fit. Although the local search
methods used for this optimization are very quick, they are
also prone to getting stuck in local minima, usually in those
near the initial model parameters. To find the global minimum, AAM fitting must therefore be initialized with parameters that are within only a small radius of convergence.
The robustness of AAM fitting, essential for applying this
technique to real-world scenarios, is negatively affected by
this requirement.
Solution Idea. Since AAMs represent an extension of
ASMs, it is possible to apply ASM fitting methods to AAMs
as well. To improve the results of ASM fitting, we learn
the objective function with machine learning, as described
in [6]. As the objective function is one of the most important components involved in fitting, this fitting approach
(ASM-LOF fitting) turns out to be very robust, having a
large convergence radius.
However, ASM-LOF fitting does not outperform AAM
fitting in general, as AAM fitting is more accurate, provided it is given good initial parameter estimates. Inspired
by these findings, we take the result of ASM-LOF fitting
as initial estimate for AAM fitting. This combined approach yields both a large radius of convergence and accurate model fits.
Although our approach is generally applicable, in this
paper we consider a face model fitting scenario for evaluation purposes. Many extensions and improvements for
AAM fitting have been published, e.g. [16, 10, 7], but
they mostly do not consider robust parameter initialization.
Therefore, this paper uses the original AAM implementation. Nevertheless, our findings are also applicable to the
extended approaches, which benefit from robust initial pa-

Due to their use of information contained in texture, Active Appearance Models (AAM) generally outperform Active Shape Models (ASM) in terms of fitting accuracy. Although many extensions and improvements over the original AAM have been proposed, on of the main drawbacks of
AAMs remains its dependence on good initial model parameters to achieve accurate fitting results.
In this paper, we determine the initial model parameters
for AAM fitting with ASM fitting, and use machine learning
techniques to improve the scope and accuracy of ASM fitting. Combining the precision of AAM fitting with the large
radius of convergence of learned ASM fitting improves the
results by an order of magnitude, as our empirical evaluation on a database of publicly available benchmark images
demonstrates.

1. Introduction
Active Shape Models (ASM) [1] and Active Appearance Model (AAM) [2] are deformable models generated
from annotated example images. Correctly fitted models
facilitate the extraction of semantically meaningful information from images. The challenge is to find the correct
model parameters. The fitting method for ASMs, which
describe the object’s shape only, takes an initial parameter estimate and locally optimizes the positions of the shape
points. Unfortunately, this technique provides poor results
in general. For this reason, AAMs extend ASMs by additionally considering texture information. Fitting AAMs
is usually conducted with an analysis by synthesis process
that renders the model’s texture, compares it to the image
content, and adjusts the model parameters such that the difference is minimal. Starting from an initial parameter estimate, most approaches iteratively search for the nearest local minimum of this difference function in parameter space,
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rameter estimates as well.
The contributions of this paper are the following. First,
we propose an approach for robust ASM fitting based on
Machine Learning. Second, we contrast this approach with
AAM fitting and identify the individual advantages and
shortcomings. Finally, we show that combining the two
gives the best of both worlds, as it improves the results of
both individual approaches by an order of magnitude.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes ASMs, AAMs, and their fitting methods.
Section 3 describes our novel technique to fit ASMs with
learned objective functions. Section 4 experimentally evaluates the accuracy of the individual and the combined approaches. Section 5 summarizes our approach.

2. Deformable Shape and Appearance Models
This section explains the ideas behind ASMs and AAMs
and introduces the notation used. It also discusses related
approaches that focus on initializing AAM fitting.

2.1. Active Shape Models
ASMs describe the variation in shape of deformable objects as a linear combination of a small number of modes of
variation, which are calculated by applying PCA to a manually specified training set of shapes. With only a small number of parameters, ASMs are capable of generating large
variations in shape. The shape x of an ASM, which is a linearized vector of N shape points xn , is generated by the
mean shape x̄, the matrix of orthogonal modes of shape
variation Ps , and a vector of deformation parameters bs .
x = x̄ + Ps bs

(1)

Both x̄ and Ps are obtained from a set of registered training shapes by computing the mean and by applying PCA,
respectively. Ps is restricted such that it contains a small
number of the most important variations only. Applying
affine transformation yields the global shape x̂ that can be
located anywhere within the image.
x̂ = T (tx , ty , s, α, x)

(2)

2.2. Active Appearance Models
AAMs extend ASMs by modeling the variation in texture as well. The texture g is a vector of M pixel values
that is computed via a linear combination of modes of texture variation as in Equation 3, where ḡ is the mean vector
of the pixel values, Pt is the matrix of texture modes, and
bt denotes the model’s texture parameters.
g = ḡ + Pt bt

(3)

Both ḡ and Pt are obtained from a set of texture patches
that are warped to the shape free representation by calculating the mean and applying PCA. Pt is restricted such that

it contains the most important variations only. The parameters p of the AAM consist of the following values.
p = (tx , ty , s, α, bs , bt )T

(4)

2.3. ASM Fitting
As described by [1], the ASM fitting individually
searches for the best hypothesis x̂H
n of each shape point x̂n
by minimizing an objective function fn (I, u). Equation 5
describes this search for the nth shape point, where the value
of fn indicates how accurately the location u matches the
correct location of the nth shape point within the image I.
x̂H
n = argminu fn (I, u)

(5)

In order to reduce the computational cost of this local
search, u is usually constrained to lie on the perpendicular
to the shape line within a maximum distance to x̂n . The so
determined hypotheses x̂H
n usually do not obey the model
restrictions, i.e. model parameters p that would yield the
shape x̂H do not exist. Therefore, p is approximated in a
second step by minimizing the squared distance between a
shape x̂ that would be generated from p and x̂H .
As an advantage, this two-step fitting approach conducts
a one-dimensional search along the perpendicular, which allows to apply exhaustive search. This search scheme does
not suffer from getting stuck in local minima, in contrast to
the AAM fitting method. However, its main drawback is
that the approximation step might decrease the previously
obtained accuracy of x̂H .

2.4. AAM Fitting
Fitting an AAM is usually done by directly searching
for the model parameters p that minimize an error measure,
which is generally formulated as the squared pixel difference between the projected model texture and the texture
visible in the image. An iterative process determines the local minimum of the error function in this highly nonlinear
optimization problem. Many general purpose function optimizers have been developed and their convergence properties are well understood. Nevertheless, due to their iterative
local nature, the final result still depends strongly on the initial parameter estimate, and it mostly yields a local instead
of the global minimum.
The Inverse Compositional algorithm [5] is often considered as the most efficient algorithm for AAM fitting. It
warps the image content to the shape-free representation
and formulates the error function in this space. Furthermore, it reduces the search space of the appearance parameters bt by the dimensions that represent the model’s texture.

2.5. Related Approaches to Initializing AAM Fitting
The initial parameter estimates are usually provided by
a global image search routine such as [17, 18, 12]. Most

Figure 1. The five-step procedure of learning an objective function from training data generated by an ideal objective function. Most steps
are executed automatically and the remaining ones only require little or no domain knowledge.

researchers determine the parameter values for the model’s
affine transformation only [17]. Sometimes specific deformation parameters are estimated as well, such as [19, 20]
who compute the deformation state of the lips for fitting a
face model and a lip model. In contrast to using a separate
technique to initialize AAM fitting, [21] utilize the AAM
itself, because it is self-contained. They conduct AAM fitting several times with different initial parameters for the
translation distributed all over the image. The fitting run
that performs best represents the final result.
A larger radius of convergence makes the fitting procedure more independent of accurate initial model parameters.
Some approaches consider appropriate feature representations of the image to achieve this goal [7, 22, 10].

3. ASM Fitting Based on Machine Learning
The success of ASM fitting as described in Section 2.3
relies on the quality of the objective function fn . Traditionally, this function is specified manually by selecting a
small number of image features, such as edges or corners,
and formulating mathematical rules that compute the result
from these feature values [1, 23]. Afterwards, the function
is subjectively examined by inspecting its result on example
images and example model parameterizations. If the result
is not satisfactory, the function is tuned or redesigned from
scratch. This heuristic approach requires much domaindependent knowledge and relies on the designer’s intuition
about appropriate features. Therefore, it often leads to poor
objective functions with which ASM fitting fails.

3.2. Learning Objective Functions
Although fn? already provides ideal characteristics, it is
not applicable to previously unseen images, as it requires
the manually specified correct shape points x̂?n within every
image. However, we propose to apply fn? to a database of
previously annotated images to generate training data for
learning a further objective function fn` . The key idea is that
an objective function that is learned from data generated
by an ideal objective function will be approximately ideal
itself. Since fn` uses image features to compute its value, it
does not require knowledge of x̂?n . We propose a five-step
approach as depicted in Figure 1.
The first step is to annotate a set of images with the correct shape points x̂?n . For each x̂?n , the ideal objective function returns the minimum fn? (I, x̂?n )=0 by definition. To acquire values for which fn? 6= 0, further correspondences between image coordinates and function values are automatically determined by considering locations in the neighborhood of x̂?n in the second step. This neighborhood is usually
constrained to be along the perpendicular to the shape line,
as in Figure 2.
For more robustness and generalization, we do not learn

3.1. Properties of Ideal Objective Functions
Preferably, objective functions should have a global minimum that corresponds to the correct position of the shape
point, and no further local minima. This would greatly facilitate and simplify the fitting procedure. For this reason,
we call such functions ideal. Equation 6 depicts an ideal
objective function fn? for the nth shape point. It computes
the Euclidean distance between a given location u on the
image plane and the correct location of the shape point x̂?n .
Note that x̂?n must be specified manually.
fn? (I, u) = |u − x̂?n |

(6)

Figure 2. In each image of the database, we compute the value of
the ideal objective function several times by displacing the correct
shape point along the perpendicular, indicated by the large circle.
The manual annotation of Step 1 is only necessary for specifying
the correct shape point, see center column. All other annotations
are computed automatically.
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Figure 3. This figure illustrates the relation between the initial parameter estimates and the results of AAM fitting. Obviously, the algorithm
is mostly able to improve the model fit, because most results are located below the diagonal line. However, fitting performs worse being
provided less accurate initial estimates. The evaluation is conducted on BioID (left) and on RCII (right).

fn` from the plain image content, but from image features
that are more appropriate for computing the value of fn? .
We simply provide a multitude of image features, and let
the Machine Learning algorithm perform the difficult task
of selecting the relevant ones. In the evaluation, we take
450 Haar-like features [17] with different styles and sizes.
This step simplifies matters greatly, because it provides a
mapping from a set of feature values to the result value of
the ideal objective function that can easily be handled by
standard Machine Learning algorithms.
The fifth step learns fn` from this large amount of training data. We choose tree-based linear regression [24] as
Machine Learning algorithm, because this technique objectively investigates the benefit of each feature, picks the relevant ones, and rejects all other features. Therefore, the
values of only a small number of image features need to be
computed during runtime.

3.3. Discussion
Our approach has several advantages. First of all, by using an ideal objective function to generate training data, the
learned objective function is also approximately ideal, and
tends to have a global minimum close to the best fit, and few
other local minima. Second, the procedure is mostly automated and therefore, it gets rid of the labor-intensive task of
designing the objective function. Third, the remaining manual step for annotating the images is less error-prone than
designing the entire function: It is intuitive to specify the
correct shape for a moderate number of example images. In

contrast, explicitly formulating rules that yield the correct
result for a variety of possible shape points is difficult. The
bottom line is that our approach yields more accurate objective functions, which greatly facilitate the model fitting
task.
However, since the objective function is trained with example images, it does not generalize well to classes of faces
not represented in the training data. For instance, if the
training set does not contain bearded men, the learned objective function will not handle images with bearded men
correctly.

4. Experimental Evaluation
In this evaluation, we determine the accuracy and robustness of the individual approaches, as well as their sequential combination. First, it investigates the accuracy of
AAM fitting depending on the quality of the initial parameter estimate provided. Second, it contrasts the benefits and
shortcomings of both AAM fitting and ASM-LOF fitting.
Finally, it evaluates the fitting accuracy of the combined approach.
The entire evaluation is conducted on two different image databases, a publicly available benchmark database
(BioID) [25] and on our random collection of Internet images (RCII). BioID contains 1521 gray scale images of near
frontal view faces of 23 different persons with mostly neutral expressions taken in an office environment. The image
size is 384×286 pixels ≈ 0.1 M pixels and the interocular
distance of the visible faces varies between 40 and 80 pixels.
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Figure 4. Comparing the accuracy of the different fitting techniques leads to several conclusions (BioID: left, RCII: right). First, AAM
fitting and ASM-LOF fitting have their individual advantages: Both approaches start with initial estimates provided by the Viola and Jones
approach. ASM-LOF fitting robustly improves the fitting result for the entire set of images, whereas AAM fitting yields excellent results
for some images but poor results for other images. The break-even point is indicated by the horizontal line. Second, combining both
approaches not only outperforms each individual technique, but improves the accuracy by a level of magnitude.

The images show similar lighting conditions and are probably taken with the same camera type and settings. Manual
annotations for 21 facial feature points are available. In contrast, the 500 images of RCII show individual persons and
they originate from different camera types and show different illumination conditions, head orientation, and facial expression. Their sizes vary between 0.1 and 1.0 M pixel, and
the interocular distance varies between 30 and 230 pixels.
We manually specified the correct model parameters ourselves. RCII represents a challenging image set which has
been taken without a computer vision application in mind
and therefore, evaluation on these images proves the general applicability1 .
Both the AAM and the LOF are trained on 67% of the
images of RCII, whereas the remaining 33% are considered
for the evaluation (167 images). Since the characteristics
of these training images are independent of each other, the
learned components (AAM and LOF) are not restricted to
RCII, but they are applicable to any other image as well,
such as the ones of the BioID database.
We consider the relative point-to-boundary distance as
the measure of accuracy. It indicates the mean distance
between the fitted shape points and the manually specified
shape line. Since the sizes of the faces in the images vary,
we convert this distance into the interocular measure by dividing it by the pupil-to-pupil distance of the given image.

1 The reader may verify this by uploading his own holiday photos to our
Web-Service: http://www9.in.tum.de/people/wimmerm/demo

4.1. AAM Fitting Relies on the Initial Estimate
Our first experiment investigates the accuracy of AAM
fitting being provided with a different quality of the initial parameter estimates. These estimates are automatically
computed by the Viola and Jones approach [17] and their
quality depends on the content of the image. Its point-toboundary error lies approximately between 0.03 and 0.2 in
the interocular distance measure for the BioID images and
it is worse for the RCII set.
The result of AAM fitting is depicted in Figure 3 and it
is clearly visible that initial estimates with a small error are
partly fit very well to the images. With an increasing error
of the initial estimates, AAM fitting is not able to yield as
accurate results. This evaluation leads to the conclusion that
AAM fitting heavily relies on being provided a reasonable
initial estimate, which is the basic assumption for combining the ASM and the AAM approach.

4.2. AAM Fitting and ASM-LOF Fitting
The next experiment compares the individual advantages
of AAM fitting and ASM-LOF fitting in terms of accuracy
and robustness. Again, the initial parameter estimates are
automatically determined by the Viola and Jones approach.
Figure 4 illustrates the cumulative distribution of the pointto-boundary error after fitting the face model to each image of the BioID database (left) and the RCII (right) with
various techniques. A larger value of the cumulative distribution indicates that more models have a fitting error of a
certain value or smaller. Therefore, a larger value indicates
the better fitting technique. The horizontal line denotes the

break-even between the results of AAM fitting and ASMLOF fitting.
AAM fitting is able to compute accurate results for a
small fraction of the images only. These are the ones with
good initial estimates, but it is not robust, because it fails
being provided poor initial estimates. In contrast, the curve
of ASM-LOF fitting is steeper, which means that it provides
stable results for the entire set of experiments, even in case
of poor initial parameter estimates. Unfortunately, its minimum error is worse than the one of AAM fitting. In 25%
(BioID) and 9.1% (RCII) of the experiments, AAM fitting
obtains better results, but ASM-LOF fitting wins in the remaining experiments. This break-even is indicated by the
horizontal lines in Figure 4.

4.3. Combining ASM-LOF and AAM Fitting
The final experiment evaluates the accuracy of combining ASM-LOF and AAM fitting, where AAM fitting is provided with the initial estimates of ASM-LOF fitting. The
results of this experiment are also visible in Figure 4 as a
cumulative distribution. As visible in Figure 4, the fitting
accuracy greatly improves in case of ASM-LOF providing
the initial estimates. The fitting result is not only as accurate as the best result of either AAM or ASM-LOF, but it
even improves by a further level of magnitude. This fact is
even more visible in the case of the random images from the
web (RCII) in contrast to the frontal view faces in BioID.

5. Summary and Outlook
Due to its local search strategy, there is a high probability that AAM fitting gets stuck in a local minimum near the
initial parameters. As a consequence, AAM fitting has only
a small area of convergence, and accurate initial parameter
estimates are essential. In this paper, we present a fitting approach for ASMs based on Machine Learning (ASM-LOF).
Since it approximates the properties for idealness, it has a
large convergence radius. However, the fitting results are
not as accurate as those obtained by AAM fitting. Therefore, we apply both algorithms in sequence, where ASMLOF fitting provides the initial estimates for AAM fitting.
We evaluate the accuracy of the individual and the combined fitting approaches on a benchmark database as well
as on a challenging set of unconstrained images. The evaluation shows that there is a substantial improvement in terms
of accuracy when combining ASM-LOF with AAM fitting.
In our ongoing research, we apply this approach to threedimensional face model fitting. We also track face models
through sequences of images. Here, our approach quickly
recovers from losing the face model during the process of
tracking.
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